Beverly Ann Rock, SW

Beverly Ann Rock is a social worker currently working for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in the Committee for Public Counsel Services for the Children and Family Law Program. She is an integral part of the legal team which zealously advocates for clients. She has successfully delivered a full range of social services to urban families for more than 30 years.

Throughout her career she has gained comprehensive knowledge or resources from private and public services systems, including programs dealing with mental health, substance abuse, public assistance and domestic violence.

Ms. Rock has been a participant of the Health Promotions Cluster of Cherishing Our Hearts and Souls Coalition for the past three years. She is also a peer trainer for the “Breaking It Down” Initiative. Her interest in the initiative stemmed from the personal experiences of cancer that have affected her family members and close friends. As a Boston native, she has spent most of her life in the Roxbury/Dorchester area.